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ABSTRACT. - Any rational map f is induced on the Riemann sphere by a homogeneous non-degenerate polynomial 
map F on C”. By the work of J. E. Fornaess and N. Sibony or J. Hubbard and P. Papadopol, one knows that 
hb2,:, the boundary of the basin of attraction of F at the origin, is Levi-flat above the Fatou set of f. Nothing 
is known about 661~ when the Fatou set of f is empty. In this direction, we characterize the Lattes rational 
maps by a geometrical property of bb21:. It turns out that these basins, which we explicitely describe, are the 
first examples of essentially strictly pseudoconvex domains which do admit non-injective proper holomorphic 
self-maps. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
RGsuME. - Toute fraction rationnelle f est induite sur la sphere de Riemann par une application polynomiale 
homogene non degeneree F de C”. Le bassin d’attraction de F a I’origine (62~ ) est un domaine pseudoconvexe 
borne, circulaire et complet. On sait par les travaux de J. E. Fornaess et N. Sibony ou J. Hubbard et P. Papadopol 
que la frontiere de $2,: est Levi-plate exactement au-dessus de l’ensemble de Fatou de f. Cependant, on ne connait 
pas la geometric de cette front&e si I’ensemble de Fatou est vide, c’est-a-dire lorsque f est chaotique. 
Les fractions du type Lattes forment une classe bien specifique de fractions chaotiques, nous montrons dans 
ce travail qu’elles sont caracterisees par la stricte pseudoconvexite (en fait la sphericite) de bllr en dehors d’un 
nombre fini de cercles singuliers. Les proprietes de rigidite des hypersurfaces spheriques jouent un role primordial 
dans notre approche et permettent en definitive de decrire explicitement les cercles singuliers de b0/:. 
Les domaines 62~. sent aussi les premiers exemples de domaines essentiellement strictement pseudoconvexes qui 
admettent une auto-application holomorphe propre ramitiee (F). 0 Elsevier, Paris 
1. Introduction 
In 1918, S. Lattiis produced the first examples of rational maps having empty Fatou 
sets ([9]) which, in modern terminology, are chaotic holomorphic self-maps of the Riemann 
sphere. His construction proceeds as follows. An expanding complex multiplication s, 
defined on some torus T, induces a chaot& rational map f on the Riemann sphere C, 
by mean of an elliptic function q : T + C which is a regular branched cover (see also 
section 2.): 
TAT 
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f 
Such maps, which will be called Lattes maps, are actually rare. They belong to the class 
of post-critically finite maps (see [2] for a classification) which is a rather small sub-class 
of the class of chaotic rational maps: many chaotic rational maps have critical points with 
dense forward orbits ([7], [lo]). 
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Any rational map f is canonically induced by a non-degenerate homogeneous polynomial 
map F of C?. The works of J.E. Fornaess and N. Sibony ([5], [6]) and J. Hubbard and 
P. Papadopol ([Xl) have enlighted the relations between the geometrical properties of the 
basin of attraction of F at the origin (ill-) and the dynamical properties of ,f. In particular, 
they have shown that the part of K2l; which projects onto the Fatou set of .f is foliated 
by Riemann surfaces. 
The situation must clearly be different for chaotic maps. In this paper, we consider 
the case where the Brolin-Lyubich measure /hf is somewhere smooth and show that this 
implies the sphericity of ~RF almost everywhere. We are then in order to exploit the strong 
rigidity properties of spherical hypersurfaces in C 2, this allows us to build a group G of 
automorphisms of C? which preserve h62 F. Then, from the structural properties of 5’. we 
deduce that f is Lattes. Our Hurst result may be considered as a characterization of Lattes 
rational maps by the strict pseudoconvexity of the associated basins Qr (see also remark 
5.1). It may be stated as follows; the equivalence of properties (1) and (2) is actually a 
weak form of a bright result due to A. Zdunik ([ 131). 
THEOREM 1.1. - Let ,f : C + C be ct rationcll mup on the Riemann sphere and F : 
C’ -+ C2 be a non-degenerate homogeneous polynomiul map which canonically induces 
.f. Let S2I; denote the basin of attraction at the origin,for F. Then the following conditions 
~lrc equivalent: 
( 1) f’ is a Luttbs map. 
(2) The Brolin-Lyubich measure IL,~ qf ,f is smooth and strictly positive on .some open 
subset qf C:. 
(3) bb2~ n V is smooth and strictly-pseudoconvex,for some non-empty open set V C C2. 
(4) bOc is spheric& except on a finite union of circles which project on a ,$nite subset 
of c. 
By pushing further the study of the group G. we get an explicit desingularization of t)ft~: 
THEOREM 1.2. - Let f be a Luttes rational map which is induced from a dilation of the 
torus T by ir : T -+ T/14. where W is a$nite group of complex multiplications. Let (2~ be 
the basin of attraction at the origirz,for the associated polynomial mup F. Let C be the set qf 
points :c in T for which the isotropy group W,, under the M’-action is non trivial. Then there 
exists a spherical hypersurfke C in some line-bundle E over Tand a holomorphic map 
$ : E + C2 such that g(C) = bb2~. Moreover, a circle S in bb2F is singular if and only if 
it lies above some point 6(z) whet-e :I: E C and then, in good coordinates. the equation of 
bRr near S is: Reu = ItIC where rrt, is the order of W,,,. 
As a by-product, we get examples of domains which are almost strictly pseudoconvex 
but do admit non-injective proper holomorphic self-maps. 
2. Preliminaries 
NOTATIONS 
l n is the unit disc in C. 
l C is the Riemann sphere and 7r : C2/{0} -+ C the canonical projection. 
l For any a E C2 or V c C2 we use the notation iL. or 6 for r(a) or r(V) 
l For any 71 = (ql,r/a) E C2, S, is the circle: S, = {eie . (qr,r/2); 0 E R}. 
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Any rational map f : C --+ C is canonically induced by an homogeneous polynomial 
map F : C2 -+ C2 of the same degree which is non-degenerate (i.e. F-l(O) = (0)). 
We may consider that F is unique by making a normalized choice, we therefore denote 
by i2.f the basin of attraction of F at the origin. It is easy to see that R, is a bounded, 
complete circular, pseudoconvex domain in C2. As the following proposition shows, R,f 
is canonically associated to some potential function on C*. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. - ([a], [5]) Let ,f be a rational map of degree k and F be the associated 
polynomial map on C2, then: 
(1) The Green function Hf(w, 2) =: lim $ log IIF1’(w! ,z)II is a well-defined p.s.h 
function on C2 which is continuous outside the origin, 
(2) H,toF = k;.H,, 
(3) 62, = { (w: 2) s.t. H,f(w, z) < 0). 
The regularity properties of Hf and bi2.f are related as follows: 
LEMMA 2.2. - The following properties are equivalent: 
( 1) bb2, is of class C” at 7, 
12) H,, is of class C” at v, 
(3) H, is a C” - local defining function for b62.f at ~1. 
Proof - Let us first show that the radius R.rl is transverse to bb2f if bR, is smooth at 
7. According to [3], there exists a smooth local defining function r for bRf at 7 such that 
-( -T)‘/~ is p.s.h in 0, near v. Then the function g(u) =: -(-~(~77))“‘” is a negative 
subharmonic function on V fl A which vanishes on V n bA; here V is a neighbourhood 
of 1 in C. Thus, by the Hopf lemma, we have ~(1 - t) < -4t for some A > 0 and t 
small enough. This shows that R.7 is transverse to bR, since otherwise we would have 
-U(l - t) < Bt 4/3 for some B > 0 and t small. Let us now consider Gf the gauge 
function of bt,. This function is uniquely determined by the following conditions : Gf 
= 1 on bb2f and G,f (~.(u:z)) = ItI Gj( - W,Z) for any t E C and any (‘uI,z) E C2. By 
the implicit function theorem, one easily sees that G, is smooth at q if the radius R.77 is 
transverse to bR,. Then the implication (1) + (2) follows since G, E exp Hf. It remains 
to prove (2)+(3): from H,t(t.q) = Ln(t) + H,t(q) we get w = 1 which shows that 
H, is a local defining function for bR,. n 
We shall say that a point q E bb2.f is regular if and only if one of the three conditions 
given in the above lemma is satisfied. 
The following result is essentially given in [8] or [5] and reveals how the geometry of 
bf2f and the dynamics of f are related. The identity (1) has to be understood in the sense 
of currents. The assertion (3) follows from (l), (2) and Lemma 2.2: 
THEOREM 2.3. - Let f be a rational map of degree k and F be the associated polynomial 
map on C2. Let Hf denote the Green’s function and t~,f the Brolin-Lyubich measure qf 
f Then we have: 
(1) &dd’H, = ~*(,r,& 
(2) If dd”Hf vanishes on some open set V C C2 then n(V) is contained in the Fatou 
set of j. 
(3) Ift~f is smooth and strictly positive on ? for some open set V E C2 then bRf f? V 
is smooth and strictly-pseudoconvex. Moreover, f is chaotic. 
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It is an important fact that a proper holomorphic map cannot branch at a strictly 
pseudoconvex point if it maps this point onto a smooth one (see [4], lemma 4). In our 
case, Hf is a local defining function for bR,f and this is also easily obtained from the 
fonctoriality of the Levi-form and proposition 2.1 (2): 
LEMMA 2.4. - If bR, is strictly-pseudoconvex at rt and regular at F(7l) then bf2, is 
strictly-pseudoconvex at F(7)) and F does not branch at rt. 
We close this section by giving a more precise description of the Lattes maps. Let us 
consider a triple (T: G, X) where T = C/l? is a torus associated to some co-compact 
lattice r of C, G is a finite group of automorphisms of T which are induced by complex 
multiplications such that T/G is isomorphic to C as a Riemann surface, and X is a complex 
number such that Xl? c I? and 1x1 > 1. We do not describe all possible X; only notice 
that any integer greater than 2 works. To such a triple we may associate a chaotic rational 
map which is induced on the Riemann sphere by the morphism .s~ : z -+ Xz of T. A 
classification of all possible triples is the following: 
(1) I? arbitrary and G = {I.-l}. 
(2) I’ = Z+jZ and G = { l.,j.;j”. -1. -;j. -,j”}. 
(3) J? = Z+iZ and G = { 1. b. -1, -4). 
(4) I’ = Z+jZ and G = { l..;j>,j”}. 
Since the Brolin-Lyubich measure is unique, one easily checks that bf coincides with 
q,X, the image measure of the normalized Lebesgue’s measure on T. We thus have: 
PROPOSITION 2.5. - If f is a Lanes map then u,f is smooth and strictly positive outside 
a finite subset of e. 
The implications (1) + (2) + (3) of Theorem 1.1 are not original, they follow 
from proposition 2.5 and theorem 2.3 (3). We now deal with the remaining implications 
(3) * (4) * (1). 
3. From smoothness to almost sphericity 
The main goal of this section is to establish the implication (3) + (4) of theorem I. 1. 
This is done by proving the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. - Let f : 6? + e be a rational map such that bR, II V is smooth and 
strictly-pseudoconvex for some open set V c C2. Then. 
(i) the set S of non regular points of bi2.t is ajnite union of circles : S = U,~=l,,~Srll. 
(ii) bfl~f is spherical except on S. 
(iii) the multiplier X of any m-cycle off which does not meet S satisfies IX/ = ( &?I)~” 
where k is the degree of F. 
The same conclusion holds <f f is chaotic and bR,f n V smooth. 
We shall need the following lemma which will also be crucially used in the next section. 
LEMMA 3.2. - Let f : e + e be a rational map. Assume that ~0 belongs to bR, and that 
F(Q) = ~0. Assume moreover that bf2f is smooth and strictly-pseudoconvex near 70. Let (T 
be the Koenigs change of variablefor f at thepoint 60 : a(0) = 7jo and o-lo f oa(z) = X.z 
near the origin in C. Let ,o(z, y) =: Re y + jz12 and A(z: y) =: (XX, /X12~). 
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Then there exists a local biholomorphism p at (0,O) such that Hf op = p and p-lo Fop = A. 
[f qo2 # 0 then p is given by: 
p(z, y) = 7/()2 e”+h(“)(a(az), 1): 
where h is an holomorphic function at the origin in C and o is a real constant. Moreover, 
1x1 = If’(ijo)l = fi where k is the degree of F. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. 
(i) By using Lemma 2.2 and ThEorem 2.3 one easily sees that the s&i%-pseudoconvexity 
of bR, I- V implies that V c J(f) and therefore J( ,f) = C. Thus we have 
C = uo<kiNfk(V) for some integer N and 
(1) bR, = b F”[bQ, n V]. 
k=O 
Let 2 denote the set of points in bR, n V where one of the maps F”, 
k E (1.2 1.“) N}, is branching. As rr o F” = fk o X, one sees that q E Z if 
and only if 6 is a critical point of f Ic for some k E { 1,2, . . . ? N}. Thus, 2 coincides 
with the intersection of bR, n V with a finite number of circles of the type S, . If 
7 E bflt, n V and Fk does not branch at 71, then bfl, is regular at F”(v). Thus, it 
follows from (1) that bR, is regular except on a finite union of circles S, which 
we denote by S. 
(ii) Since f is chaotic, the cycles of f are repulsive and dense in 6. Thus, we may 
find q. E bRf n V such that volrlo2 # 0 and fnL(eo) = ?jo for some integer m. 
Without loss of generality, we may replace f by f”“. Since q. E bRf, we have 
F(vo) = cyo . v. with 1~01 = 1. We may therefore replace no by some well chosen 
point eieo . 70 E S,, in order to assure that F(q0) = 710. Then the lemma 3.2 
implies that bRf n V is spherical after maybe shrinking V ( we recall here that the 
Mobius transform biholomorphically maps {Rew + 121’ = 0) onto the euclidean 
sphere in C2). The conclusion follows by using (i), the Lemma 2.4, and the fact 
that bf2,f = Uk20Fk(W n bRf). 
(iii) follows immediately from the last assertion of Lemma 3.2. n 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. - We may assume, without loss of generality, that ~10 = (0,l). Let 
us define a local biholomorphism at (0,O) by p(z, 1~) = eY’+h(~‘)(~(~z;), 1) where u and h 
have to be fixed. It directly follows from the definitions of H,f and p that: 
(2) Hf =: Hf op = Re g + Re h(z) + T(X), 
where r(z) = Hf(a(cuz)! 1). S’ mce bRf is C2-strictly pseudoconvex at 7jo, Ar is 
strictly positive near the origin. We may thus pick N such that AT(O) = 1. Since 
p-1 = [a”l($ Ln y - h($+)]. a straightforward computation gives: 
(:j) F =: p-l 0 F 0 p = (Xx, k: y + w(x)), 
where UJ(Z) = kh(:c) + 2171 o (F~(cI(wzz), 1)) - /L(XZ), k = deg(F) and X = f’(0). 
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One easily checks that fi,f satisfies the same crucial functional equation than H f: 
(4) l?fOF&Eif. 
Combining (2), (3) and (4) and taking the Laplacian one directly gets : ~X[‘A~(X:I) = 
k.a~(n:). Making x I= 0 one sees that IX/’ = k:. Then, by setting ‘(1. = X.r: and iterating 
one obtains: 
(6) AriG) = Ar(7~) for every n, E N 
Since (AI = fi it follows from (6) that ar z a,~(()) = 1. This means that 
~(2:) = 1.~1~ + Re V(X) where v is holomorphic near the origin and ,u(O) = 0. Thus, 
after setting h = --li we get from (I) that Hf o p = p. In particular this implies that p 
locally maps C =: {Re y+ l.c12 = 0} onto ha,. Then F preserves C and. since 711(O) = 0, 
this together with (3) implies that p-l o F o p = A. n 
The Proposition 3.1 has a number of interesting consequences on the dynamics of 
non-regular circles. In particular it implies that the map ,f is post-critically finite. These 
observations are summarized in the following: 
PROPOSITION 3.3. - Let .f be (I rational mup as in Proposition 3.1, then. 
(i) F(S) c S. 
(ii) for any v in S, ij is preperiodic. 
(iii) every critical point c of .f is strictly preperiodic and, more precisely, the ,forward 
orbit O+(c) is absorbed by the orbit O’(e) for some rl E S, in particular S # 8. 
(iv) for any 7 E S there exists a critical point c off such that O+(c) is contained in O+(ij) 
Pro@. 
(i) One has to show that rl is regular when F(q) is regular. If F(r/) is regular then 
Hf is a smooth local defining function for bb2.f near F(q). Thus H,f o F is smooth 
on some neighbourhood of 17 and the conclusion follows from lemma 2.2(2) and 
proposition 2.1(2). 
(ii) This follows directly from (i) and proposition 3Al(i). 
(iii) Let c be some critical point for ,f. Since J(f) = C, : ( cannot be periodic. According 
to (ii) we only have to consider the case where c $Z g. If rl $? S and +j = c, then 
F(r)) E S otherwise, by Lemma 2.4, the map F would not be branching at rl. Thus 
JT) = f(c) and c are preperiodic. 
(iv) If there are no critical points of .f among the predecessors of 6 then we get an 
infinite sequence of circles in S. n 
Let us now illustrate the above results on some examples. The map f(z) = 1 - 3 is 
known for being a Latti% map. The critical points of f are (0, W} and their dynamic is 
given by: 0 + l~ + 1 + -1 + -1. Let {SO:Sm: S1, S-,} be the circles in bb2, which 
project on (0, cxj, 1; -l}. By proposition 3.l(ii), K2, is spherical outside a finite number 
of circles where it is not smooth. According to proposition 3.l(iii), SW1 is not smooth 
since \f’(-1)l # fi. As f is not branching at 1, SI is not smooth too. By proposition 
3.3(iv), So must be smooth since there are no critical points among the predecessors of 0. 
By lemma 2.4, S, cannot be smooth otherwise f would not be branching at 0. Finally, 
by proposition 3.3(iv) again, we have found all the non-smooth circles and thus: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. - Let f be dejined by f(z) = 1 - 3. Then bC2f is not smooth on the 
three circles S,, 271, S- 1 and is spherical anywhere else. 
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The map f is actually a particular element of the one-parameter family g,,l,(z) = 1 - 5. 
This family has been studied by M.Lyubich who shown the existence of some perfect set 
Z c C such that g?,: is chaotic but non post-critically finite when 111 belongs to some dense 
subset of Z (see [I 11). Let us consider the set F1 of 71~ such that the forward orbit O+(O) is 
absorbed by some fixed point of gtu. Arguing like in [ 1 I], one may show that F1 is dense 
in Z. If wg E Fl \ {g} then ,9mu has three distinct fixed points and, for ‘u/ close to Use). the 
fixed points of gU1 are given by holomorphic functions { Ok). o2 (~1) : g3 (?ti) }. Let V be a 
small neighbourhood of Q E Fl \ { 2}. A ssume that b12,1t, is somewhere smooth for any 
ID E V n .F1. Then, since g?,, is chaotic for such values of UJ, Proposition 3.3(iv) implies 
that at least two of the fixed points of gcl, must correspond to smooth circles. Thus, by 
Proposition 3.1 (iii), we may assume that the function 1 S(U)) 1 is constant on V n F1. and 
therefore on V n Z, but not on V. This is however impossible in view of the complicated 
structure of Z (see [l 11). We therefore may find some UJ E V n .F1 such that bit,,, is 
nowhere smooth. Let us summarize this by the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 3.5. - There exists a perfect set Z C C and u dense subset A of Z such 
that for any UI E A the rational map sU,.(z) = 1 - s is post-critically jnite (and thus ,_ 
chaotic) but KI,,,, is nowhere smooth. 
4. Spherical basins and elliptic functions 
In this section we establish the implication (4) + (1) of Theorem 1.1. This is done 
by proving the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. - Let f : e + e be a chaotic rational map such that K2, n V is 
spherical for some open set V c C?. Then there exists an elliptic flmction cr on C and a 
complex multiplication D such that g o D = f o CT. Moreover the maps a,D induce Ir,i> 
on some torus T and there exists a cyclic group W, induced on T by a group qf rotations, 
such that ci : T + e is a regular branched cover with Galois group W. 
The following Lemma, exhibit a canonical candidate for the map CT : C + c. 
LEMMA 4.2. - Let .f be a rational map and 70 E bltf like in Lemma 3.2. Let 
p(:c, y) =: Re 9 + (x(~ and A(:I:,?J) =: (XX, IXI’y) where X = f’($). For any real 
constant c let C,, and S, be the corresponding level sets of the functions p and Hf. Let 
o be the Koenigs-map for f at 60. Then there exist two maps 11 and (7 which respectively 
extend the local biholomorphism given by Lemma 3.2 and the above defined Koenigs-mup 
are onto, and make the,following diagram commuting (here D(z) = Xz and 7r’(:c. YJ) = :I:): 
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Moreover the map y satiq5es the ,fMowing properties: 
(2) H,, 0 P = P, 
(3) p(Ic, y + ,?A) = PI’ p(z. y), 
(4) p(C,) = S, ,for any c E R. 
Proof. - We assume that r/O = (0,l) and that the constant do, which was introduced 
in Lemma 3.2, equals 1. Let 1, : V -+ II(V) be the local biholomorphism which is 
defined in Lemma 3.2 for some neighbourhood 17 of (0.0). We extend 1) to C2 by setting 
p(a) = F’” op (a’) as soon as A”(a’) = (I for some point a’ E I/ and some integer n. 
Let us check that p is well defined on C2: assume that o = A”((L’) = A”‘+“(a”) for 
‘rn,r/. E N and a’. (;I” E V. After observing that p o A” = F” o p where it makes sense, we 
get F”+“’ o p (a”) = F” o F”’ o p (n”) = F” o p o A”’ (n”) = F” o p (a,‘). Thus, since 
IX/ > 1, JI is well defined and clearly holomorphic on C’. 
According to the expression of p on V (see Lemma 3.2) we have ?r o 0 = r~ o 7r’ on 1,‘. 
We therefore extend 0 on C by setting: (T(X) = T o ~J(x. 1) for :r: E C. It is then easy to 
see that the diagram (1) is commuting: either the commutation relations hold by definition 
or they hold locally and therefore globally by analytic continuation. We now prove the 
properties (2) to (4). Observe that (4) implies that p (and therefore (T) is onto. 
(2) This identity is satisfied on V (see lemma 3.2). let us check that it remains true after 
the globalization. Assume 11((h) = F” ~J(Q’)] w h ere 0: = A”(n’j and II’ E I/‘. Then, 
since k = /Xj2, we get: Hf op(u) = H,f o F”[p(cr’)] = k”H,, o ?/((I’) = x:“/J(d) = 
k7’p[A,, (CL)] = (X:jX(*)‘“p(n) = p(u). 
(3) This is locally true and extends by analytic continuation. 
(4) It follows from (2) that p(C,.) c S,. for any (* E R. On the other hand we have 
already observed that the chaoticity of .f’ implies that SO = bb2, = U,,F”[p( V) f? SO] 
thus, since this last set is contained in the range of ~1 by construction, we 
get So = J&Z,). Finally, as C,. = Co + (I). c.), it follows from (3) that: 
p( C,.) = e’p(C”) = fJS() = 3, n 
Our next goal is to describe the structure of p. This will be achieved by using the rigidity 
properties of spherical hypersurfaces. We shall need the following result (see [l] and [ 121): 
LEMMA 4.3. - Let B”+l be the unbounded realization of the unit hall in C”+l. 
B,rL+l = {(z,~‘) E C x C” / Re z + /w’/* < 0). Then, eve? local hiholomorphism 
in Cn+l which maps an open piece of’ ~‘IB”+~ onto another one extends as a global 
automorphism of B”+‘. 
The structure of p is given by the following Lemma: 
LEMMA 4.4. - Let G =: {d, E Au,t(c*)/~~ o (i, = p}, then: 
(i) p(n) = p(b) ij’ and only if (i,(a) = h jiw .some c’, E G. 
(ii) Evevq 4 E G takes the,following ji)rr~~for some (Y E S1, 11 E C and 71 E R: 
(5) fjqx. y) = [WI. + r:l y - (pl’ -t 2/& + i7,)] I 
Proof. - Let a, b E C2 such that ;r,(a) = p(O). We first assume that ~(0,) E SO \ S. 
According to (4), n, h E Co and (pb)-’ o ;o(, is a local biholomorphism which preserves Ea. 
Thus, by lemma 4.3 there exists an automorphism (b = (&> &) of B”+l which locally 
extends across bB’“+l at point Q where it coincides with (P[,)-~ o p,. Using (3) one gets 
$(x, 71 + %t) = 4(:x. ~1) + (0: at;) which, by differentiating with t, leads to $1 = y’,r(n:) 
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and 4*(3:, y) = y - g(z). Since 4 is an automorphism of B”+l, &(x) must induce an 
automorphism of C and thus $1 = CX:C + ,/‘J. Then, one easily obtains the expression (5) 
by writing that 4 locally preserves Cu. Finally p o 4 = p near the point a by construction 
and everywhere by analytic continuation. 
Since 7r o p = g o 7r’, one sees that r o p induces an open map from Co onto C. Thus, 
as r(S) is finite, any pair ((I,, b) E CO x CO satifying p(a) = p(b) is the limit of some 
sequence (Q, bk) E Co x Cc for which p(ak) = p(b 12 is a regular, and therefore spherical, )
point of So. According to the first part of the proof, there exists a sequence & E G such 
that qik(ak) = bk.. One sees on the expression of 4~. that some subsequence is converging 
to 4 E G and 4(a) = b. 
It remains to consider the case where p(a) = p(b) does not belong to So. By (4) there 
exists c E R such that CL. b E C,:. Then T,(a),T,(b) E CO where T,(z,y) = (5.y - c) 
and, by (31, p(T,(u)) = e-‘p(cL) = e?p(b) = p(T,(b)). Thus, as we have shown, 
qh(Tc(f~,)) = T,(b) f or some (b E 6, and, since T-, o 4 o T,. = 4’, we have d(n,) = b. n 
One easily deduce the structure of D from the structure of p: 
LEMMA 4.5. - Let A be the group qf qffine transformation of C and let R : G -+ A be 
the morphism dejned by R(q5) = 41. Then R(G) = G where G =: (4) E A/ (T o $J = o}. 
More precisely: if a(zl) = CT(IC~) then 7/1(x1) = 3~2 for some li/ E R(G). 
Proof. - The inclusion R(6) c G follows directly from (1). If (~(2~) = o(x:~) then 
(1) implies that 7r o p(zi, :yo) = YT o p(za, ya) and thus p(:ci. yo) = e”““y(:r;.z. yo) = 
ir)(.c2: y. - iflo). By lemma 4.4 we have therefore $(zi- yo) = (1c~> ya - i&) for some 
4 E G and thus R(d,)(zl) = 22. n 
We are now in order to give the Proof of Proposition 4.1: 
First step. - Denote by A,,, the affine map :c H ~3: + /j. For any Aa,A E G. o is 
a root of unity and Al,(lPx)s E G. 
That o must be a root of unity comes immediately from cr o A,,, E Q since A,,:, is 
conjugated to the dilation z H QZ when N # 1. Next, using aoD E f 00 and the definition 
of G, we get (T o D o An.0 E f o ff o A,,, = f o g = cr o D E u o A,-[, o D. Thus we have 
0 c) An,N o D o 4;,$ o D-l z CT and therefore Al,(l-x);, = A,,:? o D o A;,:? o D-l E G. 
Second step. - G contains a co-compact lattice lY which is stable by D. 
Consider a compact ball Kn =: {U E C s.t. 1~1 < R} such that o(KR) = 6. Let 
bEC\g- ‘(?) such that lb1 > R, then there exists a, E KR such that cr(u) = a(b). By 
Lemma 4.5, n = A,;[;l(b) for some An,B E G. Since loI = 1 and Ial < lb/ we must have 
,0 # 0. Now we pick 0’ E C such that b’ $ KR + R. /!I. Then there exists 0,’ E KR such 
that a(~‘) = b’ and by Lemma 4.5 again, u’ = A,J,R,(b’) for some Aay’,R, E G. Since 
/(Y’[ = 1 and b’ = fi’(l,‘+/Y # KR+R./?, ,8 and ,8’ must be R-linearly independant. Then, 
by the first step, the translations Al,(l-x)a and Al%(l-x),,, belong to G and are linearly 
independant over R. This shows that the subgroup I of G which consists in the translations 
Al,, is co-compact, it is stable by the dilation D since Al,XT = Al,, o (Al,(l-xj,)-l, we 
identify it with a lattice of C. 
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Third step. - Conclusion 
Consider the torus T = C/, and denote by iz the canonical projection of a onto T. As 
we have seen, cr (resp. 0) induces ci (resp. fi) on T and the following diagram commutes: 
It remains to show that the branched cover ir is regular. Let A,.:, E G, then 
(An.,~)~Al,To(Acu,g)-~ = A 1,N7 E I for any r E I and thus A,,;3 induces an automorphism 
Aa,/ on T. We denote by W the group obtained in this way. Using the compacity of T, 
one checks that W is closed. By Lemma 4.5, the fiber of 6 above ‘u. coincides with the 
orbit of a under the action of IV: the cover ci is regular with Galois group W. Finally, 
as the morphism W -+ S1 defined by &,,j H o is one-to-one (Aa,/j o AcY.bjj-l E I’) and 
maps the closed group W onto roots of unity, one sees that W is cyclic. n 
5. A precise description of bf2, when f is a Lattb map 
The aim of this section is to establish theorem 1.2. We build on the results of the last 
section and keep the notations introduced there. 
We first improve the description of the group G. Consider two elements of G, $(:I:. 1~) = 
[ox + /j , y - (l/j]’ + 2aflz + in)] and #(x, 1~) = [ox + /j . ~1 - (I@]’ + 2opn: + “v’)] . 
Then p o 4 = p o 4’ = p and thus, by Lemma 4.2 (3), erv = ci”‘. This means that 6” only 
depends on (01,/j). After identifying C x C* with C x CIZixz, the above remark shows 
that any q5 E 4 induces an automorphism 4 on C x C* which is of the following form: 
Moreover, the group 4 which is obtained in this way is isomorphic to G by the map 
A - n,p 4 $a,a. We shall denote by I-the image of I’ by this isomorphism, then the group 
W = c;l/r is clearly isomorphic to G/r. We denote by 111 H 6 this isomorphism. 
We are now in order to define the line bundle over the torus T(= C/p) which will 
contain the desingularization of bl2,. Let us set p’ = (pr, +). where p = (pl,p2) is 
the map constructed in lemma 4.2, and 7r’(z,<) = 3:. According to lemma 4.2 one has 
?rop/ = cr o 7r’ and then, by using lemma 4.4(l), one immediately gets the following 
commuting diagram: 
c x c*/, -5 c2 \ v4 
lr’ 
1 1 
T 
c/r -----+ e. Li 
where we still denote by x’ the induced map on C x C*/r. Actually, E =: C x C*/, 
(resp. F =: C2 \ (0)) . is a C*-principal bundle over C/r (resp.C) and the map 3, which 
is homogeneous by Lemma 4.2(3), is a morphism of bundles. From now we denote by 
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(Gz) the class of (z,<) in E. Observe that in E, the canonical image C of Co is given 
by C = {(s) : &l’(<I = l}. 
We shall now reach the conclusion through a description of the the local form of the map 
$. To this purpose, we shall compute some local equivariant trivialization of the bundle E. 
This means that for every li: E T we will find a W-invariant open neighbourhood of i and 
an explicit trivialization r : V x C* -+ 7(V x C*) c E such that r(ul.t, X) = qti.r(t.X) 
for every 111 E IV. This also implies that E = (c?)*(F), an information which may actually 
be obtained by general considerations. We start with the following: 
Fact. - For every Am.0 E G and every z E C we set (pcy,~~(z) = ezV(Nli3) e-(ipiL+2n’T). 
Then, if cm + ,l3 = u: + y ,for some A I,~ E I?, the following relation holds: pl.-yf(:~; + 
Y)%,&) = 1. 
Indeed, for any < E C* we have J?(G) = i, o &-, o &+,(F<). On the other hand, 
Ji,-, o $~~,~J~~) = (~7%) where 6 = QP~,-~(x; + y)cp,,./j(z). Thus, as ~5 is homogeneous, 
we have F(x,[) = SpX(z,[) and 6 = 1. 
Now, any local trivialization at .i: is given by (X z, E) H (i + c, h(t)<) where h is a 
non-vanishing holomorphic function on some open neighbourhood of the origin. One may 
easily check that the equivariance condition is equivalent to: 
(21 h(t)(h+d))-’ = ‘P1,-r(x + at + y)po,;3(x + t), 
for every A,,,, E G and Al,-, E l? such that QIIL’ + p = 3: + y. 
Let us show that the function h(t) = e:-2tE satisfies the condition (2). By a 
straightforward computation we have: ‘pi.--((“: + a:t + y)pIy,;,(:~ + t) = (P~,-~(z + 
Y)(P~,;, (x)~~~‘(~-P)~ which, by the Fact, implies that the function h(t) = e z,(g), satisfies 
the condition (2). Since oz + p = I): + y and Ia]’ = 1 one sees that h, coincides with 
ce2ts. Let us set ‘u =: e-2tZ <. Then one checks that, in the local coordinates (t, v), the 
hypersurface C is given by {(t, v)/8”lvl = c} f or some constant c. After replacing ‘u 
by c’u, we may assume that c = 1. Consider the C*-bundle morphism ~5 : E -+ C2 \ (0) 
over a neighbourhood of i. Using a translation at the origin on the basis and the previous 
equivariant trivialization, one sees that this map is conjugated to : 
(3) u x c* -+ U/\J; x c* 
(f,v) H (OJ), 
where W.i is the isotropy group of :i: in W, U is a IV?-invariant neighbourhood of the 
origin in C (recall that W is a finite subgroup of the roots of unity) and t H 4 is the 
canonical projection. The conclusion is finally obtained by identifying the map given by (3) 
with t H t’“. w 
REMARK 5.1. - When f is a Lattes map then bR, is actually strictly pseudoconvex in 
the following sense: there exists a function .I on some neighbourhood w of bfif such 
that bR, = {J = l} and J - C(lw[* + IX/“) is p.s.h on w for some constant C. The 
function Jf =: eHf actually satisfies these properties. Indeed, by Lemma 4.2 (2) we have 
c], 0 p = eReY+142 =: T and T is strongly plurisubharmonic. Then, since the critical set 
C,. of p consists in a finite union of complex line through the origin and cIf is smooth on 
w \ C,, one easily checks that .Jf - C(lw12 + 1~1”) is p.s.h on w \ C,, and therefore on w 
for some constant C and w = {h < Jf < e}. 
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